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FOREWORD
BY THE PRESIDENT
Dear Reader,

Please find herein the EUROLAB aisbl Annual Report providing an over-

EUROLAB aisbl is firmly focused on promoting cooperation through the

view of the most relevant actions and events of 2015.

framework of the TIC Sector, serving as a hub for National Members to
increase communication and to provide European and global information,

EUROLAB aisbl – the European Federation of National Associations of

being aware of its role to support competitiveness and competence of labo-

Measurement, Testing and Analytical Laboratories – is a network for the

ratories.

laboratory community comprising national associations from the EU and
EFTA region. EUROLAB groups over 2,000 conformity assessment bodies

EUROLAB aisbl thanks the Brussels Secretariat for its great support, to

representing over 100,000 technical experts and laboratory practitioners

all experts and collaborators who have been the reason for the success

and aims to represent and voice the opinion of measurement, testing and

of EUROLAB aisbl through the years and, specially, during 2015, hoping

analytical laboratories regarding economic, political and technical

that the commitment and dedication shown will be strengthened in 2016.

issues having a direct impact on laboratories` activities both on the Euro-

Special thanks should also be given to members recently retired from

pean scene and worldwide.

EUROLAB activities for their valuable contribution to EUROLAB’s success,
Jiří Sobola, Manfred Golze and Hugo Eberhardt. We note that a new presi-

The year of 2015 will be remembered as a special year for EUROLAB due

dential cycle started in EUROLAB aisbl. There is a natural dynamic adjust-

to the celebration of its 25th anniversary, celebrated at the General Assem-

ment of its internal organization, based not only on some new ideas but,

bly held in Copenhagen (Denmark) and at the National Members` Meeting

also on the need for EUROLAB to increase its flexibility in order to face the

held in Istanbul (Turkey). In both cases, we had the contribution of fine

challenges of a changing world. This approach, however, intends to consoli-

thoughts of many distinguished EUROLAB Past-Presidents, Members and

date all the previous work done by Past-Presidents and Members that gave

Friends who shared their experience and participated in a joint reflection

EUROLAB aisbl the possibility of reaching its position and the high level of

on the past, present and future of the laboratory community.

cooperation of today, aiming to achieve the highest purpose of promoting
the laboratories contribution to the improvement of safety and quality of

The level of partnership with international organizations has increased in

life.

recent years, helping to effectively promote EUROLAB opinion in broad
discussions on some of the fundamental aspects of interest to laborato-

Yours Sincerely,

ries. This major task has been the involvement of many experts in different

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro

fields of the national associations, being today one of EUROLAB’s greatest
values.

There are still many challenges for the European laboratory community for
which the involvement of EUROLAB can make a difference, such as:
*

European regulation and legislation;

*

Accreditation harmonization;

*

Revisions and new standards ISO / IEC;

*

Communication at different levels;

*

Quality Systems in laboratories;

*

Relations between testing, inspection and certification (TIC);

*

Expression of uncertainty in testing;

*

Use of laboratory services for market surveillance;

*

Promotion of the laboratory community.

President
Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
RELACRE

FOREWORD BY THE PRESIDENT
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EUROLAB
IN BRIEF

EUROLAB aisbl
PROFILE
EUROLAB`s general objective is to promote cost-effective testing, calibration
and measurement services, for which the accuracy and quality assurance
requirements are adjusted to the actual needs.
EUROLAB is a European federation of national associations, grouping
together accredited laboratories, which represents and voices the opinions

EUROLAB - INFLUENCING THE REGULATORY AND
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

of measurement, testing and analytical laboratories regarding economic,
political and technical issues having a direct impact on laboratories’ acti-

EUROLAB has grown from 17 members to 21 Active Members, 3 Associa-

vities both on the European scene and worldwide. Any laboratory may join

ted Members, 1 Observer Member and 2 International Affiliates, which are

and become a member of this European community by subscribing to its

all national associations of laboratories involved in research and develop-

national association.

ment, technical evaluation and conformity assessment services based on
measurements, testing and analysis of materials, products and equipment.

WHAT WE DO

EUROLAB has proved to be very effective in influencing policies and regulations at the European level. Its voice on behalf of the measurement and

*

*

*

*

identification of areas of priority for the development of scientific and

testing laboratory community in Europe is one which is heard and respec-

technical cooperation and exchange of information in the field of tes-

ted. It is currently engaged in influencing EU policies including those on

ting, measurement, analytical and calibration activities

conformity assessment and accreditation of notified bodies. EUROLAB

cooperation for the development and interpretation of test methods,

cooperates with EURACHEM (A Focus for Analytical Chemistry in Europe)

especially those relevant to EU Directives, agreements or European

and EFNDT (European Federation for Non-Destructive Testing) and has

product certification schemes, as a contribution to the development

Memoranda of Understanding with CEOC International, EURAMET (Euro-

and implementation of EN standards

pean Association of National Metrology Institutes) and UILI (Union Inter-

implementation and improvement of quality standards and systems

nationale des Laboratoires Indépendants). It is a member of NCSLI (The

for laboratories

National Conference of Standards Laboratories International) in the USA.

cooperation between laboratories and accreditation bodies on mat-

EUROLAB represents its members’ interests in influencing the develop-

ters of common interest relating to laboratory accreditation and co-

ment of international standards and accreditation rules through its enga-

operation on the training of staff.

gement with ISO, ILAC and EA and their constituent working groups.

Over 75% of regulations in EU countries now originate from the EU implementing Directives which impact the businesses. Accreditation, certification and conformity assessment in general likewise are now largely
determined by European (and global) bodies. Small and medium sized
businesses find it very difficult, if not impossible to influence these matters
without being represented at a European and international level.

EUROLAB has produced a number of ‘cookbooks’ on laboratory
operations and procedures. They offer straightforward guidance and
are excellent training materials for metrologists and laboratory practitioners at the start of their careers or for newly starting businesses.

EUROLAB IN BRIEF
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MEMBERSHIP
Membership of EUROLAB will bring many benefits to your
laboratory and help it to thrive in the European and global
business environment of the 21st century.
MEMBERSHIP
EUROLAB federates the national associations of laboratories involved in research and development, technical evaluation and conformity assessment services based on measurements, testing and analyses of materials, products or equipment and the environment, in order to provide an organized interface at
the European level between this community of laboratories and all other parties having an interest in these fields.

CRITERIA
Active members

Observer members

Admission as an Active Member is open to: one legal not-for-profit enti-

Admission as an Observer Member is open to: legal entities or associations

ty per member of the European Union (EU) or the European Free Trade

or groups of organisations not eligible for Active or Associated Member-

Association (EFTA) which must have been constituted under the laws and

ship. The legal entity or association must have been constituted under the

regulations of its country of origin and which must have demonstrated its

laws and regulations of its country of origin and must have demonstrated

representative character concerning public or private measurement, testing

its representative character of public or private measurement, testing and

and analytical laboratories within its national community.

analytical laboratories within its national community.

Associated members

International affiliates

Admission as an Associated Member is open to: one legal not-for-profit

Admission as an International Affiliate is open to: legal entities or associ-

entity per country from countries eligible for membership to the European

ations or groups of organisations constituted under the laws and regulati-

Union or EFTA, or which country is a participating member of the European

ons of their country of origin that do not wish to seek Active, Associated or

Neighbourhood Policy. The legal entity must have been constituted under

Observer membership and being interested in measurement, testing and

the laws and regulations of its country of origin and must have demonstra-

analytical activities.

ted its representative character of public or private measurement, testing
and analytical laboratories within its national community.

EUROLAB's key objectives – members’ benefits
*

*

Raising awareness among public and political authorities, industry

Action by providing adequate means for exchange of information

and other business partners of the work of the measuring, calibration,

and experience, such as the publication of Position Papers, Techni-

testing, inspection and certification sector.

cal Reports, Newsletters; Seminars, Working Groups and through our

Representation by formulating and voicing the opinion of European
laboratories regarding political and technical issues having a direct

*

*

website.
*

Promoting cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement servi-

impact on laboratories’ activity, both on the European scene and

ces, for which the accuracy and quality assurance requirements are

worldwide.

adjusted to the actual needs.

Coordination by interfacing with all European organisations having
activities of interest to the laboratory community and striving to avoid
duplication of efforts and activities.

EUROLAB IN BRIEF
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EUROLAB

HIGHLIGHTS
2015

EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS 2015
Political update
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY AND MARKET
SURVEILLANCE PACKAGE

discussions in the Council. With the aim of overcoming the deadlock over
Article 7, the EC has conducted a technical study on the costs and benefits
related to the introduction of the mandatory marking of origin. Presented

Background

on 6 May 2015, the study shows that the label of origin does not have much

The European Commission (EC) proposal for regulations on consumer

added value for product traceability and product safety.

product safety and on market surveillance has entered a critical phase in
the months-long debate on the provision requiring a mandatory indication

Although the future development of the package remains unclear, impro-

of origin marking for non-food consumer products, known as the "made-

ving product safety stays high on the agenda of EUROLAB, which is always

in" labelling clause. Proposed by the members of the Committee on Inter-

ready to exchange views with stakeholders and to make its expertise availa-

nal Market and Consumer Protection (IMCO), this issue has provoked lively

ble in future legislative procedures.

4 February 2015 – EUROLAB/CEOC International meeting
with Valentina Superti
EUROLAB and CEOC International had a meeting with Valentina Superti,
the then Director of Directorate C – Single Market for goods, and representatives of DG GROW. The discussions focused on current issues of concern
for the participants, including the General Product Safety Directive; the
Blue Guide; the Medical Devices Directives; the validity of notifications in
NANDO; and issues in the areas of accreditation and standardization.

26 February 2015 – Meeting with Kristian Hedberg
Meeting with Kristian Hedberg, Deputy Head of the Cabinet of Commissioner Elżbieta Bieńkowska, DG GROW, to introduce EUROLAB and CEOC
International after she has been appointed Commissioner for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs for the next five years.
Among others, the following topics were discussed: the development of the
Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package, in particular with regard
to the new cost/benefit study on label of origin, and the new Single Market
Strategy presented on the 28 October 2015.

12 March 2015 – Meeting with Vĕ ra Jourová
Jiří Sobola, the former EUROLAB President, had a meeting with Vĕra Jourová, the new Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality (DG
JUST). The discussions focused on the role of stakeholders in cooperation with accreditation bodies and EA, the role of third parties where the
content and the conclusions of the CEOC – EUROLAB – IFIA Safety Seminar were very much appreciated as well as the Product Safety and Market
Surveillance Package and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). Common areas of interest and possibilities of cooperation with
DG JUST were also explored.

EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS
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30 June 2015 – Meeting with PROSAFE
Meeting with Jan Deconinck, Chairman of PROSAFE, Nicolaas Olie, Executive Director of PROSAFE, and Gunnar
Wold, Secretary, to exchange views on issues of common
concern and on how to improve together the safety of users
of products and services in Europe, including the recently
launched PROSAFE Joint Market Surveillance Action on
Consumer Products 2014.

15 December 2015 – Meeting with Kerstin Jorna
EUROLAB together with CEOC International, ETICS and
IFIA had a meeting with Kerstin Jorna, Director of Directorate B – Single Market Policy, Regulation and Implementation at DG GROW. The purpose of the meeting was
to present the activities and the objectives of the Testing,
Inspection and Certification (TIC) companies and how they
can help the European Commission ensure that unsafe or
otherwise non-compliant products do not find their way to
the EU market. Discussions focused on issues of joint interest for the TIC community and the European Commission.

FOOD SAFETY
Background
There is an increasing awareness and interest of consumers in the safety risks related to the food chain. Their main expectation today is that the proper and
sustainable measures are put in place in order not only to ensure that the food sold on the EU market is safe to eat but also to prevent food fraud. The EU
food safety policy has evolved and adapted in line with these changes. After the horse meat scandal in February 2013, food safety and food fraud became
important issues to be dealt with in Europe.

Improving food safety is very high on the agenda of EUROLAB, thus contacts have been established with the relevant EU officials to provide them with the
EUROLAB expertise on the topic.

24 June 2015 – Meeting with Carmen Garau
EUROLAB represented by Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, Carol Stewart,
Drewin Nieuwenhuis and Franziska Kassler had a meeting
with Carmen Garau, Head of Unit at the Directorate E – Safety of the food chain, DG SANTE. The participants discussed
food safety, fraud and traceability and legislation related to
enforcement and the controls along the food chain. The European Commission was very interested in learning about the
activities of EUROLAB members in the food sector.

EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS
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EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS 2015
Technical update
The Revision of ISO / IEC 17025:2005 standard on the
General requirements for the competence of testing
and calibration laboratories

could participate in the process of the revision.
EUROLAB elected Carol Stewart and Peter Blinksbjerg as representatives
for this WG. Additionally, an internal TCQA WG was set up in order to discuss the step by step details on the revision. The first CASCO WG44 meeting

2015 was the year of ISO / IEC 17025:2015 General requirements for the

took place from 10-12 February 2015, in Geneva, Switzerland, followed by two

competence of testing and calibration laboratories revision. The ISO wor-

additional meetings until the end of 2015. EUROLAB’s comments on the

king group 44 (WG44) was created to carry out this revision and CASCO

revision of the standard have been prepared and submitted together with

members and organizations in liaison were invited to nominate experts who

UILI’s Position in November 2015.

The Revision of the Blue Guide and the EA Accreditation
for Notification Project
On 28th October the European Commission (EC), DG GROW, invited all

The Commission took note of all the comments made during the meeting.

interested stakeholders for the presentation and discussion on the latest

Final written comments were submitted in November 2015.

draft of the revised Blue Guide. Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, EUROLAB President,
Franziska Kassler and Diana Popa (EUROLAB Secretariat) actively partici-

It was the Commission’s intention to finalise and publish the English versi-

pated in the meeting. The Blue Guide is understood as a horizontal guide

on of the revised Blue Guide by the end of 2015. So far no further updates

and thus no sector-specific issues were included. The representatives from

on the issue have been communicated to EC Stakeholders.

Member States and trade associations welcomed the progress that had
been made in clarifying certain aspects in the Blue Guide, while pointing

Another important issue which was discussed at EUROLAB level during

out that there were other parts that still had to be brought into line.

2015, was the EA’s Accreditation for Notification project.

18 March 2015 – Meeting with United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO)
Jiří Sobola, the former EUROLAB President, had a meeting with the representatives from UNIDO. The meeting was organised under the format of
an awareness seminar for UNIDO staff who offer assistance to developing countries to establish robust quality infrastructure and accreditation systems in particular. The discussions focused on accreditation and
its role in regulatory areas; the need for involvement of stakeholders in
accreditation issues; quality infrastructure, including market surveillance
and customs services; balancing private and governmental CABs; and the
EUROLAB position on the revision of ISO / IEC 17025.

EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS
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EUROLAB

COMMITTEES
AND SECRETARIAT

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ON QUALITY
ASSURANCE IN TESTING
AND CALIBRATION (TCQA)
TCQA Chair
Irache Visiers
EUROLAB-España
since 10th April 2015

TCQA monitors the activity carried out by technical committees of other
organisations (EEE-pt, EA-LC, Eurachem WG‘s, ILAC WG‘s, etc.) in which
EUROLAB representatives participate. It is used as a hub where EUROLAB‘s

Main focus areas

representatives can share their views and seek for a harmonised opinion to

In addition to the general work of the European and international accredita-

be presented at their meetings. In 2015 two TCQA meetings were held, one

tion and standardisation organisations, the TCQA followed and discussed

on 8th April 2015 in Odense, Denmark, and the other one on 6th October

in particular:

2015 in Istanbul, Turkey.
*

Guides / Technical Reports

Revision of ISO / IEC 17025:2015 General requirements for the
competence of testing and calibration laboratories

The technical report on Guide to NMR Method Development and Validation

*

Overlap of testing and inspection activities

– Part II: Multivariate data analysis has been approved. Additionally, it has

*

Opinions and interpretations in test reports

been decided to create a technical report on Continuous improvement within

*

Sampling as a standalone activity

QM systems.

*

EA 2/17 EA Guidance on the horizontal requirements for the accre-

Position Papers

*

Blue Guide revision and EA Accreditation for Notification project

During the Odense meeting, the Position Papers on the revision of ISO/IEC

*

EA-2/13 Policy for Cross frontier accreditation – Review of implemen-

ditation of conformity assessment bodies for notification purposes

17043 Conformity assessment – General requirements for Proficiency Testing

tation

and on the selection of PT-providers and RM producers by accredited laboratories were approved by the EUROLAB Board and the TCQA and have since

Meetings

been published on the EUROLAB website. Additionally, during the Istan-

08/04/2015 TCQA meeting in Odense, Denmark

bul meeting it was decided to draft a Position Paper on harmonisation of
assessors.

hosted by EUROLAB Denmark
06/10/2015 TCQA meeting in Istanbul, Turkey hosted by TURKLAB

Cookbooks
The Cookbook on Interlaboratory Comparison: The views of Laboratories
by P. Launey has been finalised and published on the EUROLAB website.

Inquiries
Topics for metrology laboratories:
During the Odense meeting, Á. Ribeiro presented the detailed results of
the metrology laboratories inquiry. Since the impact of metrology activities

TCQA Meeting in Odense

in the global economy is increasing and the fact that the quality of measurement is a key issue for testing and analytical laboratories and industry,
EUROLAB has decided to set up a new WG specifically dealing with metrology. The EUROLAB strategy considers that the development of the relationship between metrology, testing and industry should be strongly promoted.
TCQA Meeting in Istanbul

EUROLAB COMMITEES AND SECRETARIAT
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JOINT EUROLAB –
CEOC TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE ON
PRODUCT
TESTING AND
CERTIFICATION
(JTC PTC)

EUROLAB Co-Chair
Carol Stewart
BMTA

CEOC International Co-Chair
Christian Piller
TÜV SÜD

Main focus areas

Standardisation

The added value of independent third party testing, inspection and

The JTC PTC has been closely following the work of ISO, in particular the

certification services.

ISO / IEC 17011 Requirements for accreditation bodies accrediting conformity

Together with IFIA’s Consumer and Industrial Products Committee (CIPC),

assessment bodies, ISO/ IEC 17021 Requirements for bodies providing audit

JTC PTC collected data that showed the added value of third party services.

and certification of management systems, ISO/ IEC 17025 General requirements

The data included the figures of the IFIA – CEOC market studies (compa-

for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories, ISO/ IEC 17026

ring the compliance of CE marked-only and third party certified products,

Guidance on a third-party certification system for products, ISO/ IEC 17065

both in the EU and the US), figures on dangerous product notifications and

Requirements for bodies certifying products, processes and services and ISO/

recalls as well as figures on the cost of compliance.

IEC 17067 Fundamentals of product certification standards and ISO Guide 30 –
Definitions Reference Material.

EU Policies
Significant EU policies for the committee were:

Meetings

*

Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package

27-28/04/2015 JTC PTC meeting in Milan, hosted by UL

*

Internal Market Strategy

09/11/2015 JTC PTC meeting in Brussels

*

Revision of the Medical Devices & In-vitro-diagnostic Directive

*

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)

*

Alignment Package

Accreditation
The JTC PTC members have been actively following and participating in the
work of the following EA committees:
*

the Horizontal Harmonisation Committee (HHC)

*

the Inspection Committee (IC)

*

the Certification Committee (CC)

*

the EA Advisory Board (EAAB) and the Conformity Assessment bodies’ College (CAB College)
JTC PTC meeting in Milan

EUROLAB COMMITEES AND SECRETARIAT
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COMMS

Co-Chair
Jeff Llewellyn
EUROLAB Vice-President

Co-Chair
Ömer Güzel
Board member for
Associated Members

The Communication Committee promotes effective, appropriate and

Communication activities are undertaken in conjunction with the EURO-

innovative communication and aims at strengthening relationships with

LAB Board and in close cooperation with the EUROLAB General Secreta-

sector-oriented organisations and supporting the coherence of action

riat.

in the laboratory community. The main objectives of the Communication Committee are: to promote cost-effective testing, calibration and

In order to meet the key objectives and to further strengthen its voice

measurement services, to demonstrate the added value of the laboratory

on the European scene and worldwide, EUROLAB needs an innovative

community’s work, to identify possible target group(s), decision-makers,

communication strategy. Thus, in summer 2015 the COMMs committee

technical representatives and the press, to develop the EUROLAB key

had a fruitful meeting, where the main focus was on strengthening the exis-

messages delivered to the identified target groups and to further increase

ting communication committee and on the development of an innovative

the understanding of the industry.

communication strategy.

The committee contributes to the development and constant updates of
the main EUROLAB communication channels: Website, publications and
LinkedIn group. The LinkedIn group was created in order to get closer to
the members and to provide them with a new platform for exchanging
information and publishing EUROLAB position papers as well as other
communication materials.

EUROLAB Communication Activities

EUROLAB website: www.eurolab.org

EUROLAB LinkedIn Group

EUROLAB Newsbriefing

EUROLAB Annual Report

European Federation of National Associations of
Measurement, Testing and Analytical Laboratories

What is EUROLAB doing for the European Laboratory Community?
How my Laboratory can profit from such activities?

Modern Laboratories

do not operate in isolation.
There are many European and international influences, which will affect how they are run.
In the nineties, leaders of major multi-disciplinary laboratories created a European federation of national associations,
grouping together accredited laboratories. This federation, named EUROLAB, represents and voices the opinion of
measurement, testing and analytical laboratories regarding economic, political and technical issues having a direct
impact on laboratories’ activities both on the European scene and worldwide. Any laboratory may join and become a
member of this European community that EUROLAB represents by subscribing to its national association.
Active members
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Italy
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
Associated members
FYROM
Turkey
International affiliates
Lebanon
South Africa
USA

EUROLAB leaflet

EUROLAB Special Briefing

EUROLAB COMMITEES AND SECRETARIAT
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EUROLAB GENERAL
SECRETARIAT IN BRUSSELS
The EUROLAB General Secretariat in Brussels first provides a platform for

*

on and viewpoints, and, secondly acts as a facilitator of members’ interests

organising joint activities with other associations - Seminars/Joint
Seminars & Working Groups;

our members to discuss their issues of concern and to exchange informati*

intensification of cooperation with administrative and political authorities, European institutions, industry and other business partners;

to the EU institutions. The General Secretariat supports also the Technical
Committees which provide expert input on key legislative or standardisati-

*

monitoring of selected EU legislation;

on initiatives.

*

intensification of cooperation with EUROLAB National Contact Persons (website, social media).

Services provided by the EUROLAB Secretariat:
*

*

*

organising, attending and reporting on meetings (General Assemblies

The priority areas of focus for 2015 were:

and National Members’ meetings);

*

The Consumer Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package;

coordinating activities of the EUROLAB technical committees

*

Revision of ISO / IEC 17025;

(TCQA and JTCPTC);

*

Food Safety Regulation;

screening enquiries and requests and handling them

*

The European Commission’s Single Market Strategy.

when appropriate;

Laura Martin, Drewin Nieuwenhuis, Franziska Kassler, Zlatina Zheleva, Diana Popa

EUROLAB COMMITEES AND SECRETARIAT
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5
EUROLAB
EVENTS

EUROLAB 25TH ANNIVERSARY
SEMINAR EUROLAB GENERAL
ASSEMBLY 2015
The EUROLAB TCQA meeting, the 25th Anniversary Semi-

The representative from ROLAB, Mirela Adelaida Anghel

nar and the General Assembly 2015 took place in Odense,

gave an introductory presentation about ROLAB, including

Denmark, from 8th April till 10th April 2015 at the Radis-

the structure, activities and ROLAB cooperation with other

son Blu H.C. Andersen Hotel, kindly hosted by EUROLAB-

organisations. Following this presentation it was officially

Danmark.

announced that ROLAB will continue as the EUROLAB
Active Member for Romania, while EUROLAB Romania will

New Articles of Associations and Revised Internal Rules

apply to become an Observer Member.

During the GA, Jeff Llewellyn, EUROLAB Vice-President,
presented revised Articles of Association, which included a

During the General Assembly the MoU between EUROLAB

proposal to create the position of a second Vice-President.

and NCSL International was renewed and signed for a peri-

EUROLAB members approved the new Articles of Associ-

od of 3 years.

ation. Additionally, the EUROLAB GA approved revised
internal rules concerning item 3. Accounts, budget and

The EUROLAB General Assembly 2015 finished with thank

payment of membership fees.

you remarks addressed by the new President Álvaro Silva
Ribeiro to the former President Jiří Sobola for his valuable

Elections to the EUROLAB Board of Administrators

contribution and hard work done for EUROLAB.

During the General Assembly the EUROLAB members
elected a new President and two Vice-Presidents:
*

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, RELACRE, EUROLAB President

*

Jeff Llewellyn, BMTA, Vice-President

*

Ruud Zantman, Fenelab, Vice-President & Treasurer

New Members of the Board of Administrators:
*

Paolo Moscatti, Alpi Associazione

*

Alexander Šafařík-Pštrosz, EUROLAB-CZ

*

Kurt Ziegler, EUROLAB-Deutschland

Re-elected members to the Board of Administrators:
*

Ewa Bulska, POLLAB

*

Jeff Llewellyn, BMTA

*

José-Luis Sanchez, EUROLAB-España

*

Ömer Güzel, TURKLAB, Representative of Associated
Members

TCQA Chair:
*

Irache Visiers was elected as the new chair of the
TCQA, following the retirement of Manfred Golze.

Irache Visiers, TCQA Chair and former EUROLAB President Jiří Sobola

EVENTS
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The EUROLAB 25th Anniversary Seminar preceded the
EUROLAB General Assembly, on 9th April and was organised by EUROLAB-Danmark, the host of EUROLAB General
Assembly 2015 and 25th Anniversary events. The Seminar
was entitled: “ Traceable testings in the international context.
The Role of EUROLAB in the past 25 years – and in the next!“
and gathered delegates from 19 countries to discuss the
role of metrology in Europe, pointing out some of the
EUROLAB highlights and involvement in the sector. This
Seminar was a good platform for sharing experiences and
expectations of speakers as well as participants from the
laboratory sector. At the same time, it was the occasion to
exchange memories with the EUROLAB past-Presidents, to
review EUROLAB’s evolution during the past 25 years and
to look towards future developments and opportunities.
The successful seminar was followed by a Gala Dinner to
celebrate the EUROLAB 25th Anniversary.

Participants in the EUROLAB 25th Anniversary Seminar

EUROLAB past-Presidents-Claes Bankvall,
Alan Bryden, Jiří Sobola, Horst Czichos

Members of the EUROLAB Board of Administrators

Former EUROLAB President Jiří Sobola
& NCSL International President Roger Burton

Current EUROLAB President Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
& former EUROLAB President Jiří Sobola
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EUROLAB NATIONAL MEMBERS’
MEETING 2015 &
TURKLAB-EUROLAB SEMINAR
The EUROLAB National Members’ Meeting, TCQA meeting and TURKLAB-

Turkish Standards Institute (TSE), TÜRKAK, the Turkish Ministry of Food,

EUROLAB Seminar took place in Istanbul, Turkey, from 6th to 8th October

Agriculture and Livestock and the Ministry of Environment and Urban Plan-

2015, kindly hosted by TURKLAB.

ning Reference Laboratory. On behalf of EUROLAB, the President Álvaro
S. Ribeiro presented the evolution of laboratories, the EUROLAB founda-

During the National Members’ Meeting, on 7th October, the EUROLAB

tion & objectives, including today’s challenges and the activity highlights for

members discussed the creation of EUROLAB focus groups, the revised

2016. The EUROLAB Vice President, Jeff Llewellyn introduced the econo-

EUROLAB Articles of Association (which were approved), future EUROLAB

mic benefits of accreditation for laboratories, while providing information

events and the activities of the technical committees and working groups,

on the accreditation scene in the UK. Drewin Nieuwenhuis, the Secretary

including the revision of ISO / IEC 17025 and ISO / IEC 17011. The meeting

General of EUROLAB gave a presentation on the importance of consumer

finished with thank you remarks from the EUROLAB President Álvaro.

product testing in the EU and the US. The representative from EUROLAB

S. Ribeiro to Hugo Eberhardt for his valuable work within EUROLAB and

Germany, Andreas Kinzel, informed the audience about the training and

congratulations on his retirement.

monitoring of assessors in Germany.

The TURKLAB-EUROLAB Seminar took place on Thursday, 8th October
and was well attended, with representatives from EUROLAB members as

The event ended with thank you remarks from the EUROLAB President

well as attendees from the Turkish laboratory industry. The seminar was

Álvaro. S. Ribeiro to TURKLAB for the very good organisation of the EURO-

opened by the host Ömer Güzel, TURKLAB President, who was followed

LAB events in Istanbul.

by speakers from various bodies, institutes and ministries including: the

Ömer Güzel, Hugo Eberhardt, Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
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EUROLAB Vice-President, Jeff Llewellyn

EUROLAB Secretary General, Drewin Nieuwenhuis

Participants TURKLAB-EUROLAB Seminar, Istanbul

EUROLAB President, Álvaro. S. Ribeiro

Participants EUROLAB National Members

z’ Meeting, Istanbul
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6TH CEOC – EUROLAB – IFIA
INTERNATIONAL SAFETY
CONFERENCE
THE FUTURE OF TESTING AND INSPECTION
On 10th November 2015 CEOC International, EUROLAB

science and technology, to prioritise according to "risks",

and IFIA organised the 6th International Safety Conference

while taking into account scarce resource and the need to

in Brussels. This year’s focus was on future developments

increase cooperation across borders.

and challenges related to the safety of food, industrial

The final speaker of the session, Ron Wacker (TÜV SÜD/

installations and consumer products. The event brought

IFIA), presented the results of the first IFIA Food Fraud

together more than 100 participants from the testing,

and Traceability Study. He stressed that the safety of food

inspection and certification (TIC) sector, EU institutions

products has become a top priority for consumers, govern-

and consumer and industry associations.

ments, caterers and suppliers while at the same time food

Drewin Nieuwenhuis and Kerstin Jorna

supply chains become increasingly complex, which poses
During his opening speech CEOC International President

a challenge to food traceability. The IFIA study showed

Simo Hassi highlighted the importance of working together

that stronger enforcement of existing legislation might

with different stakeholders to achieve a common goal. One

be necessary but that in general most European partici-

example for these common goals is addressing the increa-

pants in the survey have a functioning traceability system

se in unsafe products and installations and ensuring that

in place.

European citizens remain safe.
Session two, which was chaired by Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
The first session, which was chaired by Roger Brock-

(EUROLAB President), focused on new techniques in the

way (IFIA Director General), focused on the European

field of inspection and on issues related to ensuring safe

Commission’s Single Market Strategy as well as on food

consumer products on the market.

safety and traceability, and included panellists coming from
the European Commission and the TIC sector.

Prof. Christian Boller (Saarland University) outlined how
smart sensing can – in addition to already existing non-

Kerstin Jorna (Director, DG GROWTH) introduced the parti-

destructive testing (NDT) techniques – contribute to

cipants to the recently published European Commission’s

the safety of industrial installations and infrastructures.

Single Market Strategy. The Juncker Commission has propo-

Together these methods can lead to longer operational

sed many very ambitious projects and the Single Market

lives, higher resource, lower operational costs and ‘smar-

Strategy will create a stable environment for those projects

ter’ structures.

to be realised. The main building blocks of the Strategy are

Robotic inspections were the topic of Achim Hetterich’s

opportunities, modernisation and delivering results. The

(DEKRA) presentation. The increased trend towards

TIC sector can play an important role in supporting the

robotic inspections is driven by the need to avoid human

European Commission in implementing this project.

entry into certain environments, to minimize the down-

Carmen Garau (Head of Unit, DG SANTE) focused in her

time of the asset, to reduce costs, to improve repeatability

presentation on the enforcement of the agri-food chain

and traceability and to increase the probability of detec-

legislation and the role of laboratories in this respect.

tion. He concluded that, while robotic inspections will not

Future challenges in the food sector will be the increasin-

replace all standard NDT and inspection methods, they

gly complex risks and the globalisation of the food chain;

can increase the options and the scope of inspections and

fraudulent activities which may undermine the integrity of

deliver better results.

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, EUROLAB President

Simo Hassi, CEOC International President

the system; and the need to have access to state-of-the-art
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Nicolaas Olie (PROSAFE) described the challenges that
market surveillance authorities in the EU have to face.
These include the still uncertain future of the Consumer
Safety Package, the growing number of products bought
online, the reduced numbers of staff and budget for
market surveillance authorities and the different enforcement cultures in the various member states.

The second session was concluded by the presentation
of the 2015 IFIA – CEOC market study results by Marcello
Manca (UL). The aim of the study, which has been carried
out for four consecutive years now, is to gauge the effecRoger Brockway, Simo Hassi, Carmen Garau, Ron Wacker

tiveness of ensuring the safety of consumer products,
comparing the self-declaration system and third party
testing and certification. This year the study focused on
products purchased online, both in the EU and the US.
The results were in line with the outcomes of the previous
studies, i.e. 77% of the self-declared products were not in
compliance with the relevant legislation, with 48 instances of safety critical failures. Compared to this, among the
third party certified products, there were only 0.7% and
1% products respectively in the EU and the US that showed safety critical failures. Marcello Manca concluded with
offering the TIC sector’s support in reducing the number of
non-compliant products on the market, thereby increasing
the safety of consumers significantly.

The event was concluded by key note speaker Vicky Ford
Jeff Llewellyn, Simo Hassi, Vicky Ford, Richard Hulmes,
Álvaro S. Ribeiro, Drewin Nieuwenhuis

(Chair of the EP’s IMCO Committee), who stressed the
importance of consumer protection and outlined the work
her committee is undertaking for ensuring a high level of
safety.

Ömer Güzel, Pascal Launey, Álvaro S. Ribeiro
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EUROLAB
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EUROLAB STRUCTURE
EUROLAB BOARD OF
ADMINISTRATORS

1. Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, RELACRE, President
2. Jeff Llewellyn, BMTA, Vice-President
3. Ruud Zantmann, Fenelab, Vice-President & Treasurer
4. José Luis Sanchez Alvarez-Campana. EUROLAB España, Member
5. Ewa Bulska, POLLAB, Member
6. Pascal Launey, EUROLAB France, Member
7. Ömer Güzel, TURKLAB, Representative of Associated Members
8. Peter Blinksbjerg, EUROLAB-Danmark, Member
9. Paolo Moscatti, ALPI, Member
10. Alexander Šafařík-Pštrosz, EUROLAB-CZ, Member
11. Kurt Ziegler, EUROLAB-Germany, Member

ADVISOR TO THE BOARD /
DELEGATE FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATES

Prof. Dr. Horst Czichos
EUROLAB-Deutschland
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EUROLAB TECHNICAL
COMMITTEES

JTC PTC Co-Chair
Carol Stewart
BMTA

TCQA Chair
Manfred Golze
EUROLAB-Deutschland
until 10th April 2015

TCQA Chair
Irache Visiers
EUROLAB-España
since 10th April 2015

EUROLAB GENERAL
SECRETARIAT

Franziska Kassler
International Affairs
Manager

Zlatina Zheleva
Junior International
Affairs Manager

Diana Popa
Junior International
Affairs Manager

Laura Martin
Junior International
Affairs Manager

Drewin Nieuwenhuis
EUROLAB
Secretary General
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EUROLAB
GALAXY

EA IC
W. Hinrichs

EA CC

EA HHC

W. Hinrichs

M. Holmgren

EUROLAB
Partners
EURACHEM: L. Siebbesen
UILI: I.Visiers, J. L. Sanchez
EURAMET: Á. S. Ribeiro
NCSLI: Á. S. Ribeiro

JTC PTC

BoA

V. Catalan

ISO
CASCO
WG 42

C. Priller, C. Stewart, S. Aretz,
M. Böttcher, E. C. Amell, H. Egolf, H. Falster,
A. Gerymska, M. Giumelli, T. Hruska,
R. Hulmes, D. Konicky, M. Manca,
F. M. Sánchez, D. Pflumm,
A. Šafařík-Pštrosz,
P. van Breugel, A.-F. Vollema,
S. Waldner-Sander, M. Weigel-Hafner,
S. Vehring, M. Nitsche, G. Carratino,
H. Grothuis

Á.S.Ribeiro
J. Llewellyn, R. Zantman,
J. L. Sanchez, Ö. Guzel, P. Launey,
P. Blinksbjerg, E. Bulska, P. Moscatti,
A.Šafařík-Pštrosz, I. Visiers, C. Stewart, K. Ziegler

4E + C

ISO
CASCO
WG 43

EUROLAB
GALAXY
2015

K. Ziegler
C. Stewart

ISO
CASCO
WG 44

P. Blinksbjerg
C. Stewart

TC QA
I. Visiers,
P. Agathonos, M. Avraam, P. Blinksbjerg,
A. Brzyski, A. Šafařík-Pštrosz, D. Zvizdic,
B. Frenn, Ö. Güzel, M. Holmgren,
P. Launey, J. Llewellyn, A. Arnbjörnsson,
J. Matta, C. Raponi, J. L. Sanchez,
Á. S. Ribeiro, K. Ziegler, G. Dudek,
M. Schwaiger, L. P. Sibbesen,
G. Todorov, U. von Känel, M. A. Anghel,
R. Zantman, P. Moscatti

Chairpersons

I. Visiers
M. Golze

ILC
Testing

ILAC LC

EA GA

EA LC

J. v. de Kreeke

Á.S.Ribeiro

Á.S.Ribeiro

ILAC GA

EAAB

Á.S.Ribeiro

P. Blinksbjerg

EAAB CA
P. Blinksbjerg
J. Sanchez

EEE-PT

J. v. de Kreeke,
U. Leist,
M. Holmgren,
U.Braun

ILACIC
IC
ILAC

ILC
Calibr.

J. v. de Kreeke

Á.S.Ribeiro

ILAC AIC
Á.S.Ribeiro
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MEMBER CONTACT LIST
1

2

3

4

5

Active Members

Austria
AUSTROLAB
www.austrolab.at
Tel.: 0664/20 23 778
Email: Glantschnigg@bvfs.at
Contact Person: Mr. Norbert Glantschnigg
Email: i.zirbs@aon.at
Secretary: Ms. Irene Zirbs
Belgium
BELAB
www.belab.be
Email: belab@belab.be
Contact Person: Mrs. Pascale Laevens

11

Greece
HellasLab
www.hellaslab.gr
Tel.: +30 210 558 27 20
Email: pericles.agathonos@
airliquide.com
Contact Person: Mr. Agathonos Pericles

12

Iceland
EUROLAB-Iceland
www.nmi.is
Tel.: +354 522 9000
Email: ada@nmi.is
Contact Person: Mr. Aðalsteinn Arnbjörnsson

13

Bulgaria
BULLAB
www.bullab.org
Tel.: +359 889 508812
Email: bullab@abv.bg
Contact Person: Eng. Alexander Petrov
Croatia
CROLAB
www.crolab.hr
Tel.: +385 1 6168 333
Email: davor.zvizdic@fsb.hr
Contact Person: Prof.dr.Davor Zvizdic

14

Cyprus
CyprusLab
Tel. : +357 224 582 60
Email: avraam@globetech-group.com

15

Poland
POLLAB
www.pollab.pl
Tel.: +48 22 4645 503
Email: a.brzyski@wp.pl
Contact Person: Mr. Andrzej Brzyski

16

Portugal
RELACRE (EUROLAB Portugal)
www.relacre.pt
Tel.: (+351) 21 313 98 40
Email: ana.duarte@relacre.pt
Contact Person: Mrs. Ana Duarte

Contact Person: Dr. Marios Avraam

6

7

8

9

10

Czech Republic
EUROLAB-CZ
www.eurolabcz.cz
Tel.: +420 281 017 382
Email: futerova@csias.cz
Contact Person: Ms. Libuše Futerová
Denmark
EUROLAB Danmark
www.eurolabdanmark.dk
Tel.: + 45 47 72 17 07
Email: lps@labqa.dk
Contact Person: Mr. Lorens P. Sibbesen
Finland
EUROLAB-Finland
www.kemianseurat.fi/finntesting/
Tel.: +358 02941 50409
Email: marja-leena.kuitunen@helsinki.fi
Contact Person: Ms. Marja-Leena Kuitunen

17

18

France
EUROLAB-France
www.eurolab-france.asso.fr
Tel.: +33 1 40 43 37 40
Email: jean-luc.laurent@lne.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Jean-Luc Laurent

19

Germany
EUROLAB-Deutschland
www.eurolab-d.de
Tel.: +49 30 27908330
Email: berlin@eurolab-d.de
Contact Person: Mrs. Susanne Feist

20
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Italy
ALPI – Associazione Laboratori
di Prova e Organismi di
Cerfificazione e Ispezione
www.alpiassociazione.it
Tel.: +390 516 12 16 98
Email:claudio.raponi@alpiassociazione.it
Contact Person: Mr. Claudio Raponi
The Netherlands
Fenelab
www.fenelab.nl
Tel.: +31 70 3378760
Email: secretariaat@fenelab.nl
Contact Person: Mrs. Mariandl van den Andel

Romania
ROLAB
www.rolab.ro
Tel.: +4021 320 33 05
Email: office_rolab@yahoo.com
Contact Person: Mrs. Mirela-Adelaida Anghel
Spain
EUROLAB-España
www.eurolab.org.es
Tel.: +34 9 13 99 01 74
Email: gerente@eurolab.org.es
Contact Person: Dr. Miguel Sánchez
Sweden
EUROLAB-Sverige
www.eurolab-sverige.org
Tel.: +46 105 16 50 07
Email: magnus.holmgren@sp.se
Contact Person: Mr. Magnus Holmgren
Switzerland
EUROLAB-CH
www.eurolab.ch
Tel.: +41 52 224 54 14
Email: barbara.guder@snv.ch
Contact Person: Ms. Barbara Guder z

21

22

23

24

27

25

26

United Kingdom
BMTA-British Measurement
and Testing Association
www.bmta.co.uk
Tel.: +44 (0) 1732 897452
Fax: +44 (0) 1732 897453
Email: enquiries@bmta.co.uk
Contact Person: Dr. Jeff Llewellyn

Associated Members
FYROM
MAKLAB
www.maklab.org.mk
Tel.: +389 2 2448 058
Email: maklab@maklab.org.mk
Contact Person: Mrs. Magdalena
Trajkovska Trpevska

12

8

Turkey
TURKLAB
www.turklab.org
Tel.: +90 212 217 41 41
Mobile: +90 532 292 7307
Email: info@turklab.org;
oguzel@biruni.com.tr
Contact Person: Mr. Ömer Güzel

19

Lebanon
IRI-Industrial Research Institute
www.iri.org.lb
Tel.: + 961 5 467 831
Email: info@iri.org.lb
Contact Person: Dr. Bassam Frenn

7

Observer members

Croatia
HMD-Hrvatsko mjeriteljsko
društvo
www.hmd.hr
Tel.: +02 16 517 66 90
Email: visnja.gasljevic@hmd.hr
Contact Person: Ms. Visnja Gasljevic

15
10

2

International affiliates

9

South Africa
National Laboratory
Association – South Africa
www.nla.org.za
Tel.: +27 12 349 1500
Email: steves@nla.org.za
Contact Person: Mr. Steve Sidney

USA
NCSLI
The national conference of Standards
Laboratories International
www.ncsli.org
Tel.: +0013 303 44 033 39
Email: info@ncsli.org
Contact Person: Ms. Roxanne M. Robinson

14

21

6
1

20
13

17
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3
22
16
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23

5
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EUROLAB aisbl - The European Federation of National
Associations of Measurement, Testing and Analytical Laboratories

EUROLAB aisbl was set up in Brussels on 27 April 1990 as a network of the
laboratory community and in response to the evolution of the European
Union and is since 1998 registered as a legal entity in the form of an
international association under Belgian law (aisbl - association internationale
sans but lucratif). Composed of 21 Active Members, 3 Associated Members,
1 Observer Member and 2 International Affiliates from Europe and beyond,
EUROLAB is grouping over 2,000 conformity assessment bodies representing
over 100,000 technical experts and laboratory practitioners. Associated and
Observer membership is open world-wide and includes representatives from
the European Neighbourhood Countries, East and Middle East, South Africa
and America. Besides formulating and voicing the opinion of laboratories
regarding economic, political and technical issues, EUROLAB aims at
promoting cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement services,
for which the accuracy and quality assurance requirements were adjusted
to the actual needs. These are particularly addressing European legislation,
consumer protection, product and occupational safety.
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